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SUMMARY
The book is about an African American girl entering third grade. When she finds out she is
going to be in Ms. Johnson’s noisy classroom, she wants to run away. Everything about the
noisy class is odd. While all the other classes are quiet, Ms. Johnson sings and the kids chatter
all day. The door is always closed, yet sounds from the class can be heard in the hallway.
Summer flies by and soon the little girl finds herself cautiously entering the nontraditional
classroom on the first day of school. Her worries fade as she discovers the noisy classroom is
not what it appears to be from the outside. The children play ball to learn math, write stories
from an ant’s point of view, and sing, which even makes the end-of- day cleaning up fun. Ms.
Johnson’s is a loving classroom, even though it may seem “odd” and outside of what the little
girl considers the norm.
Featuring the honest and delightful humor of debut author Angela Shanté and the bold,
graphic imagery of debut illustrator Alison Hawkins, The Noisy Classroom encourages those
with first-day jitters to reevaluate a scary situation by looking at it from a different angle and to
embrace how fun school can be, even in nontraditional ways.

About the Author
Angela Shanté Johnson is a poet, writer, editor, and
educator with a Masters in Education and an MFA in
Creative Writing. She grew up in New York City where
she first fell in love with words and storytelling. In her
own classroom she believes in having fun, playing
games, moving around, dancing, and enjoying the
educational experience, for her students and herself.
Angela always knew two things: (1) she loved teaching
students to read and write, and (2) she wanted to
write stories that children would love to read and
would inspire them to write. In addition to her writing,
Angela is an education content editor and curriculum
consultant for Social Studies and Literacy in southern
California, where she lives with her husband and dog.
Learn more at AngelaShante.com

About the Illustrator
Alison Hawkins is an illustrator with a background in
graphic design. She loves to incorporate bold lettering
and bright colors into her artwork, which has been
published by American Greetings. Alison lives in
Durham, North Carolina.
Visit her at AlisonHawkinsPortfolio.com
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GUIDED QUESTIONS
Guided Questions (while you read)
Use the following question prompts on selected pages while you read.
Page(s)

Questions

1–2

What do you observe about this page? Why do you think the illustrator used the
colors she did? How do the colors on this page help with the mood/tone of the
book so far?

3–4

How are the two classes similar/different? What does the main character’s facial
expression tell you about how she is feeling?

5–6

How are the two classes similar/different?

7– 8

How do you think the parents feel? Why do you think this?

9

Look at the students in Ms. Johnson class. Do you think they would agree with the
narrator’s opinion?

10

What do you think her parents are going to say? Why do you think this?

11

What is one reason your parents might speak in worried, hushed voices?

11

Why are her parents making all of her favorite foods over the summer?

12–13

How is the main character planning for her move to Antarctica?

14–15

What do you think the students are thinking as they wait outside of Ms. Johnson’s
class?

16–17

What do you notice about Ms. Johnson’s classroom? How is it similar to your
classroom? How is it different from your classroom?

18–19

Is Ms. Johnson being literal or figurative when she says, “a clean house is a happy
mouse?”

22

What did the class do on their first day of third grade? Why did they get dismissed
at 3:01 instead of 3pm like other classes?

24–25

How do you think her mom is feeling after she tells her about the first day of
school? Do you think her father feels the same way? Why do you think this?

28–29

How did the main character’s feelings change from the beginning to the end of
the story? What changed her mind? Why do you think this change happened?
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING CONNECTION

The characters in the book face different emotions. Dealing with emotions can be hard.
Use the chart to identify which emotions you have had and write about that time.

Emotion

Have you ever
felt this way?

Tell me about it…

Shocked
Frightened
Annoyed
Surprised
Curious
Impatient
Anxious
Happy
Worried
Perplexed

Extension Activity
Look over your chart and identify 3 feelings you have felt. What advice would you give a friend
trying to handle that emotion?
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WORD WORK
Identify the vocabulary words from The Noisy Classroom book and try to define them.
Wafting
Absurdity
Orderly
Columns
Rows

Chatter
Tumble
Impatiently
Odd
Hushed

Budge
Mumble
Trudge
Nervous
Warily

Weird
Wobbly
Chaos
Uneasily
Blur

Crinkle
Consider
Whizz
Notice
Shimmy

Extension Activities
The following games can be used to study and learn the above
words from the book The Noisy Classroom.
Charades:
Write each word on a slip of paper. Have a student select a word
and act it out silently for their classmates to guess.
Pictionary:
Write each word on a slip of paper. Have one student select a
word and sketch clues to get their classmates to guess the word.
Word Association:
Write each word on a slip of paper and select a word. Once
the word is selected, the student giving the clues can only give
clues in the form of synonyms/antonyms of the word.
Match:
Write each word/definition on individual index cards. Shuffle and
turn over each card so the text is facing the table. Students flip
two cards at a time to match a word with the correct definition
until all of the cards are matched.

Attention Educators!
Introduce vocabulary
words before reading the
book by playing ThumbsUp Thumbs-Down. Ask
students to identify which
words they are familiar
with (thumbs up), not
familiar with (thumbs
down), or semi-familiar
(thumbs in the middle).

Bingo:
Fill a BINGO board with the vocabulary words. Clues can be
given as a definition or in a cloze sentence.
For example: Row
Clue 1 - A number of objects arranged in a usually straight line
Clue 2 - When he cleans up, he likes to place his paintbrushes in
a neat _____ at the edge of the sink to dry.
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WRITERS’ WORKSHOP
Writing Prompts
• Write from an ant’s point of view. How do you think an ant views the world? Pretend you
are that tiny and write about a day from an ant’s point of view.
•

Have you had an experience like the main character in the book? Write a narrative about a
time you were really worried about something. How did you feel? How did it turn out?

•

Write a poem about the book.

•

If you could design your ideal teacher for next year, what are three character traits they
have? Why do you think these character traits are important in a teacher?

•

Compare and contrast the noisy class in the book to the other classrooms in the school.
How are they alike? How are they different?

Author’s Craft
• The narrator’s inner thoughts are written differently. How do you know when she is thinking
about something in the book? Why did the author write it this way? Can you find places in
the book where you can add more inner dialogue?
Extended Research
• Who is Nikki Giovanni? What is your favorite poem of hers?
•

The narrator in the book eats some of her favorite foods from her culture. What are some
of your favorite foods from your culture? Make a recipe book explaining how to make
each dish.
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SEEK AND FIND
There are 12 penguins hiding in the classroom. Can you find all of them?
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THINK LIKE AN ILLUSTRATOR
How does the illlustrator draw noise in the book? Why do think she chose to draw it that way?
Would different kinds of noise look different? How would you draw noise? Use the chart to
show how you could draw different kinds of noise. Remember to pay attention to the colors
you select. In the last box draw any type of noise you want. Make sure to add a label to the
top of the box.

Quiet noise

Sad noise

Scary noise
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DRAWING ACTIVITY
Try drawing something that you can detect with your other senses. Use the chart to draw
something you smell, taste, touch, and see.

Smell

Taste

Touch

Sight
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